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One of the highpoints of the theory of central simple algebras as developed 
in the 1920s and 1930s was the results of Albert concerning simple rings with 
involution. A part of his results was the characterization of those finite dimen- 
sional central simple algebras which admit an involution. This characterization 
was extended and clarified by Scharlau [8] and Tamagawa (unpublished). 
It is our intention here to generalize this result in the context of Azumaya 
algebras over commutative rings. We obtain conditions parallel to the classical 
ones as to when the equivalence class of an Azumaya algebra contains an algebra 
with involution. In the last section, we improve and clarify our result in three 
special cases; Azumaya algebras of rank 4, trivial Azumaya algebras, and 
Azumaya algebras over connected semilocal rings. Contained in the arguments 
of this paper is a new proof of the classical result. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper, all rings and algebras will have a unit, all modules and homo- 
morphisms will be unital. Typically, R and S will be commutative rings, A, 
B algebras over R or S. A” will denote the opposite algebra of A. The class 
of finitely generated projective R modules will be abbreviated as Pr(R), the 
class of progenerators as Prog(R) and the class of Azumaya R algebras as AZ(R). 
A useful fact to remember is that since R is commutative, P E Prog(R) if and 
only if P E Pr(R) and P is R faithful (e.g., [4], p. 8). Br(R) denotes the Brauer 
group of R. If A, B E AZ(R) are equivalent in Br(R), we will write A -B. 
nM is the n-fold direct sum of a module M, and when no confusion is possible, 
@ will mean tensor product over R. 
A central role in this paper will be played by the functor 6X,(R) = 
Q oz K,,(R) (e.g., [2, p. 461). If PePr(R), let [P] be the image of P in K,,(R) 
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and (P} the image in Q&(R). W e re q uire some basic facts about these functors, 
to be found in [3]. If B E Spec(R) ( i.e., B C R is a prime ideal) and P E Pr(R) 
we define rank b(P) as the rank of the free module Pg over the localization Rg . 
Such a P is faithful, and hence a progenerator, if and only if rank g(P) is positive 
for all primes 9. Let rank(P) be the continuous function: Spec(R) -+ Z with 
value rank T(P) at 8. As R is commutative, K,(R) and Cl&(R) are rings with 
multiplication induced by 0. Rank induces a ring homomorphism on K,(R) 
and Q&(R) with kernels we call l&,(R) and Q&(R). Since rank is continuous, 
if R is connected then for any x E Q&(R), rank(x) has only one value. Let R be 
Noetherian of finite dimension s. Then I?,,(R) and C!&,(R) are nilpotent. If P, 
Q E Pr(R), rank (P) > s (at every prime) and [P] = [Q] then P g Q. Finally, 
if x E K,,(R) and rank (x) > s then x = [P] for some P E Prog(R) ([3, p. 361 for 
all three facts). 
One can often reduce to the case R is Noetherian, connected, and finite 
dimensional using the following observation. Say a ring, R, is finitely generated 
if it is finitely generated as a ring over its prime subring. If PI ,..., P, E Pr(R), 
then there is a finitely generated subring R’ C R and PIi E Pr(R’) such that 
Pi g Pti OR, R. Since R’ is Noetherian, R’ G R, @ ... @ R, where 
all the Rj are connected. Each PIi has a corresponding decomposition P’i g 
P,‘,x 0 ... 0 P,$ . 
THEOREM 1.1. Let P, P’, Q E Pr(R). 
(a) P E Prog(R) if and only if th ere is a Q E Pr(R) such that P @ Q is free. 
(b) If x E Q&(R) and rank p(x) > 0 at every prime then x = (l/m) {Q} 
for some Q E Prog(R), m > 0, an integer. 
(c) If {P} = {Q}, P l Prog(R), then there is an integer n > 0 such that 
nP G nQ. 
(d) If Q E Prog(R) and ([PI - [P’]) [Q] = 0 then there is an integer n > 0 
such that nP z nP’. 
(e) If P ~Prog(R) and rank(P) is a square then there is an n > 0 and a 
Q E Prog(R) such that n2P s Q @Q. 
Proof. (a) This is from [3, p. 371. 
(b) In this part, as well as in parts (c), (d), and (e), we can use the remark 
preceding this theorem and assume R is connected Noetherian of dimension 
s < co. Since x E Q&(R), x = (l/m)y where y is in the image of K,,(R). 
Choose n such that ny has rank > s, then x = (l/mn)(ny) and ny is the image 
of [Q] for some Q E Prog(R). 
(c) By definition, there is an integer m such that m[P] = m[Q]. Choose m’ 
such that rank(mm’P) > s, then mm’P s mm’Q. 
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(d) By (a), if Q ~Prog(R), {Q> is a unit in Q&(R). Thus (d) follows 
from (c). 
(e) If rank(P) is a square, then {P} is a square modulo QKa(R), which we 
have assumed is nilpotent. By Hensel’s Lemma, {P> is a square so {P} = (I/&) 
(Q @&I or {m2P) = {Q @Q) (Q E Prog(R)). By (c) again, there is an n such 
that namzP g nz(Q @ Q) z nQ @ nQ. Q.E.D. 
The observation preceding Theorem 1.1 allowed us to “pullback’ ’ a projective 
module to a finitely generated ring. The next theorem is a parallel result for 
Galois extensions of commutative rings. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let R/S be a Galois extension of commutatiwe rings with $nite 
Galois group G. Then there are finitely generated rings R’ C R and S’ C S such 
that R’/S’ is Galois with group G and R g R’ 6Js~ S. 
Proof. Recall (e.g., [4, p. 811) that R/S is Galois with finite group G if and 
only if G is a group of automorphisms of R, S is the fixed subring and v: 
A(R/S, G) -+ End,(R) is an isomorphism. Here, JR/S, G) is the trivial 
crossed product and if a E S, o E G, v(au)(r) = au(r). Under these circumstances, 
R, considered as an S module, is an S progenerator. 
We now turn to the proof, assuming R/S is as above. Choose S” c S finitely 
generated and R” E Prog(S”) such that R” &- Se R. Consider R” C R using 
this isomorphism. If rl ,..., rn generate R” as an s” module, let rirj = c ai,j,krk ; 
CY~,~,~ E S and if G = {ui ,..., uL}, let ui(ri) = C &rk ; /liik E S. If dl ,..., dt 
generate End,N(R”), let p(cri) = C rijdj and v-l(dJ = C Sijuj ; rij , Sij E S. 
Call S’ the subring of S generated by S” and all the (Y’S, p’s, r’s, and S’s and let 
R’ = S’R”. It easily follows that RI/S’ satisfies the requirements of this theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
2. CORESTRICTION 
In order to deal with involutions of the second kind, we require some observa- 
tions concerning the corestriction map on commutative rings. Let R/S be a 
Galois extension of commutative rings with finite Galois group G. M, an R 
module, has a G action if there is a group injection y: G---f Aut(J2) such that 
v(u) is u-linear for all (I E G. That is, v(o)(rm) = u(7) v(u)(m). MC = {m E M 1 
v(u)(m) = m all u E G} is the fixed module. As recalled above, the trivial crossed 
product d = A(R/S, G) is isomorphic to End,(R), a trivial Azumaya algebra. 
An R module with G action can equivalently be thought of as a left A module. 
MC N R* @A M is the S module Morita equivalent to M. Hence if M E Prog(R), 
MC $rog(S). Finally, R OS MC s M. 
An R algebra A has a G action if A has a G action as a module and p(u) is a 
ring automorphism for all u E G. Then [6, p. 451, Au is an S algebra and R OS 
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AG E A. Since R is a progenerator over S, if A E AZ(R), then AC E AZ(S) (e.g., 
i3, P. 771). 
Let M be either a module or an algebra over R. If (T E G, defme Mu to have 
the same additive (and ring) structure as M but to have a twisted R action, 
that is, Y*VZ = d(r)m. Let G(M) = &c Mu. G(M) has a G action by per- 
mutation. To be more exact, frx an ordering ur ,..., alL of G. Then p, @ .*. @ 
pn E G(M) where each pi E Mui. Define u(pi @ ... @p,) = q1 @ ... @ qn where 
pi = pi if uu( = oi . As is readily seen, this is a u linear automorphism of G(M). 
Define Car,,,(M), or where there can be no confusion, Car(M), to be G(M)G. 
If M ~Prog(R) or AZ(R), then Car(M) is in Prog(S) or AZ(S) respectively. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let N, N’ be R modules (algebras), P E Prog(R). 
(a) If N, N’ have G-action, so does M = N @ N’ and MC E NG OS WC. 
(b) Cor(N @ N’) z Car(N) OS Cor(N’). 
(c) If A = End,(P), Car(A) z End,(Cor(P)). 
Proof. We leave the proofs to the reader, except to note that it is often 
useful to consider NC in terms of the Morita equivalence of S and d. 
From Lemma 2.1 it follows that corestriction induces a group homomorphism 
Br(R) - Br(S). The corestriction also induces a group homomorphism Cor: 
Q&(R)* -+ Q&(S)*, where Q&(R)* is the group of units of Q&(R). In order 
to show this, we assume that (P) = (Q} and P, Q E Prog(R), and prove that 
{Car(P)} = {Car(Q)}. But 1.1(c) implies that nR @ P c nR @Q, and so 
Cor(nR) OS Car(P) s Cor(nR) OS Car(Q). Since {Cor(nR)} is a unit in Q&(S), 
we have {Car(P)} = (Car(Q)}. 
This next result is needed for the theorem immediately following. It can be 
found in [2, p. 461, in a somewhat different form. We provide a proof here for 
completeness ake. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A E AZ(R) and P, Q be A progenerators uch that P s Q 
as R modules. Then there is an integer n > 0 such that nP E nQ as A modules. 
Proof. A @ End,(P) z End,(P) s End,(Q) g A @ End,(Q). Tensoring 
by A” yields that End,(A) @ End,(P) z End,(A) @ End,(Q), or End, 
(A @ P) G End,(A @ Q) w h ere A acts on A @ P (A @Q) by acting on 
P(Q). Using Lemma 6.4 of [4] p. 69, there is a rank one projective R module, I, 
such that A @ P z A @ Q @ I as A modules. Theorem 1 .la) implies that 
mR~P~mR@Q~IasAmodules,forsomem>O,andm’R~mm’R~I 
as R modules, for some different m’. Finally, n = mm’ will satisfy the theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
Define Res: Pr(S) + Pr(R) (Q&(S) -+ Q&(R)) by Res(P) = R OS P 
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(Res({P}) = {R OS P}). It is not true that Cor(Res(P)) = Pn g P @ ... @ P 
(n times), but this is true in QK,,(S). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let R/S be a Galois extension of degree n. Then 
(a) FOY all x E Q&(S), x a unit, Cor(Res(x)) = xn. 
(b) For all integers m > 1 there is a power, m’, of m such that Cor(m’R) G 
(m’)“S. 
(c) If P E Prog(S), there is an integer m > 1 such that Cor(mR as P) z 
(mP)n. 
Proof. If P E Prog(S), Cor(R OS P) is the fixed module of Q g (R OS P) @ 
. ..O(RO.P)rRO,(PO...OP) h w ere G acts on R in the usual fashion 
and on the P’s by permutation. Let Q’ = R OS (P OS ..- OS P) where G acts 
as usual on R and trivially on the P’s. (Q’)G G P OS ... OS P. By Lemma 2.2, 
there is an integer m such that mQ z mQ’ as A(R/S, G) modules, and so 
mCor(R OS P) g mPn, which proves part (a). 
As for (b), {Cor(mR)} = {m”S} by (a). Using Theorem 1.2, we can assume S 
is finitely generated, hence Noetherian of finite dimension s. Call x = [Cor(mR)]- 
[m”S]. x is zero in Q&(S) so rx = 0 for some integer r > 0. Since K,,(S) is 
nilpotent, x k = 0 for some K. Let t be a multiple of K! r and observe that the 
binomial coefficients (i),. . . , (i) are all divisible by Y. Hence, [Cor(mR)t] = 
([m”S] + x)” = [mnSJt. Choosing t large enough we have Cor(mtR) g (mt)nS. 
By (a), if P E Prog(S), (Cor(R OS P)} = (P”}. Thus 1.1(c) implies that there 
is an m > 1 such that mCor(R OS P) g mPn. Choosing m’ as in (b), we have 
Cor(m’R OS P) E Cor(m’R) OS Cor(R as P) g (m’)“S OS Cor(R OS P) E 
(m’)nS OS Pn g (m’P)“. This finishes (c) and the theorem. Q.E.D. 
3. MAIN THEOREM 
On an algebra A, a map J: A --f A is called an involution if J 0 _T is the identity 
and J is an antiautomorphism. More explicitly, J(J(a)) = a, J(a + b) = 
J(a) + J(b) and J(ab) = J(b) J(a) for all a, b E A. Let C be the center of A. 
J must preserve C. If J is the identity on C, J is an involution of the first kind. 
If not, J induces an automorphism of C order 2, and J is said to be of the second 
kind. Two involutions, J, J’ which agree on C are said to be of the same kind. 
In [l, p. 161; 81 conditions are derived as to when a finite dimensional central 
simple algebra A permits an involution of either kind. If A is an Azumaya 
algebra over a commutative ring R, we extend these results by giving conditions 
as to when some B E AZ(R), equivalent to A in the Brauer group Br(R), has 
an involution. Our result is the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be an Azumaya algebra over R. 
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(a> A 0 A - 1 if and only if there is an Azumaya algebra B, B - A, 
such that B has an involution of theJirst kind. 
(b) Suppose S c R is such that R/S is a Galois extension of commutative 
rings with Galois group (1, u} of order 2. Then Cor,Is(A) - 1 if and only if there 
isaBEAz(R),B - A, such that B has an inaohtion of the second kind extending u. 
Proof. Let us first prove the easy directions of (a) and (b). If BE AZ(R) 
has an involution of the first kind, then B z BO, so B @ B N 1. Since A - B, 
A@A N 1. As for (b), suppose B has an involution, J, extending u. J induces 
an isomorphism BU g B*, so there is an isomorphism v: B @ B”= End,(B) 
given by v(a @ b)(x) = ax J(b). Set B’ = {b E B 1 J(b) = b}. Since J is a 
u-linear R module automorphism of B, B’ is an 5’ progenerator. v induces an 
isomorphism Car,,,(B) g End,(B), hence Car(B) N 1. Since A N B, 
Car(A) N 1. 
We will consider the other directions of (a) and (b) one at a time. To finish 
part (a), we will first find a B -A such that B has an antiautomorphism. 
LEMMA 3.2. If A E AZ(R) and A @ A - 1, then there is a BE AZ(R), 
B - A, such that B g B”. 
Proof. We are given A @ A g End,(P), where P is an R progenerator. 
If Q is any R progenerator, then by changing A to A @ End,(Q), we can change 
P to P @Q @Q. We will perform this operation repeatedly. The rank of 
P equals the rank of A, a square. By Theorem 1.1(e), there is an n such that 
n2P z Q @Q, Q ~Prog(R). Changing A to End,(nR) @ A, we can assume 
P z Q @ Q. By Theorem 1.1(a), there is a progenerator Q’ such that P @ 
Q’OQ’r(QOQ’)O(QOQ’) ’ f IS ree, and so we may assume P is free. 
As R modules, End,(P) E P @ P* s P @ P. Thus as R modules, A @ A z 
P @ P implying ([A] - [PI) ([A @ P]) = 0 in K,,(R). By Theorem 1.1(d), 
there is a free R module n2R such that n2R @ A z n2R @ P. Changing A to 
End,(nR) @ A, we have that A E P as R modules. Since A is free as an R- 
module, the transpose is an involution on End,(A) implying End,(A) E 
Ends(A Finally, considering B = A @ End,(A), we have B0 s A0 OR 
Ends( E A” OR End,(A) z A0 @ End,(P) z A” @ (A @ A) s 
A @ End,(A) g B. Q.E.D. 
Another way of viewing an isomorphism B c B” is that B has an antiauto- 
morphism, J, of the first kind. We now observe: 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose B is an Azumaya algebra over R with an antiauto- 
morphism J of the first kind. Then J 0 J is an inner automorphism induced by a 
w E B such that w J(w) = J(w)w = 1. 
Proof. There is an isomorphism 9: B @ B g End,(B) given by 
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~)(a @ b)(x) = axJ(b). Under F, B b ecomes a B @ B progenerator. Consider 
now the twist automorphism T: B @ B z B @ B given by ~(b @ c) = c @ b. 
According to [6, p. 1121, T is an inner automorphism induced by an element 
01 E B @ B such that ot2 = 1. The equation ol(b @ C)(Y = c @ b implies that, 
considering 01 E End,(B), or(bxj(c)) = C”(X) J(b). Call w = a(l). Then 1 = O(W)= 
ol(w . 1) = a(l) J(w) = wJ(w). Similarly, J(w)w = 1. Furthermore, if b E B, 
6 = 444 = 44 * 1)) = 4wJW) = 4JV)) J(w) = wJ(Jv4 J(w), so 
J(J(6)) = w-1 bw. Q.E.D. 
We are ready to finish the proof of part (a) of Theorem 3.1. Note that in the 
following, J need not be of the first kind. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose A is a ring with antiautomorphism J such that JO J 
is inner, induced by a w E A such that wJ(w) = J(w)w = 1. Then M,(A) has un 
involution of the same kind. 
Proof. Let L be the inverse map to J. Since J(w) aw = J 0 J(a), we have 
J(a) j(w) = J(w) L(a) and L(a)w = wJ(u). With these relations one can verify 
that 
is an involution of M,(A). Q.E.D. 
In particular, assume R is a field. Then if A @ A - 1, A z AO. Using 
Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 above, M,(A) h as an involution of the first kind. 
But Albert showed that this implies that A has an involution of the same kind 
[l, p. 1561. Thus our argument yields a new proof of the results of Albert on 
involutions of the first kind. 
Before turning to part (b) of Theorem 3.1, we will prove a result about 
arbitrary Azumaya algebras using the technique of Lemma 3.2. Specifically, 
we will show that in any equivalence class of Azumaya algebras, there is one 
which is free as a module over its center. First, we prove an easy fact. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose A E AZ(R). Then A is self dual as an R module. 
Proof. By, for example, [6, p. 1 lo], A has a reduced trace map tr: A + R. 
Define p: A + Hom,(A, R) by (p(a))(b) = tr(ab). It is enough to show that 
modulo any maximal ideal, .M, of R, p is an isomorphism. But tr @ 1 : 
A @ R/.&Y -+ R/.&Y is the reduced trace of A @ R1.M. Thus we may assume R 
is a field. It is well known that tr(A) = R. If p(x) = 0, then tr(AxA) = tr(xA) = 
0 so x = 0. Hence p is injective and checking dimensions, we are done. Q.E.D. 
Given A E AZ(R), we will construct a B E AZ(R), B - A, such that B is free 
as an R module. By 1.1(e), there is an m such that m2R @ A z Q @Q as R 
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modules, where Q is an R progenerator. Considering M,(A), we may assume 
A z Q @Q. Since A is self dual, Q @Q g Q* @Q*. Thus ([Q] - [Q*]) 
([Q @ Q*]) = 0, so by 1.1(d), there is an m such that mQ s mQ*. Replacing A 
by M,(A), we can assume Q is self dual. By 1.1(a), there is a P E Prog(R) such 
thatQ@Pisfree.SinceQ@PzQ*@P*rQ@P*,Q@Q@P@P*is 
free. Thus setting B = End,(P) @ A, we have proved 
THEOREM 3.6. If A E AZ(R) then there is a BE AZ(R) such that B -A 
and B is R free. 
We can now turn our attention to part (b) of Theorem 3.1, and involutions 
of the second kind. Let us recall the setup. SC R is a subring such that R/S 
is a Galois extension with Galois group { 1, 0). A E AZ(R) is assumed to have 
the property Car,,,(A) - 1. It suffices to find some B E AZ(R) such that B has 
an antiautomorphism extending o and satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.4. 
Let T:A@A~+A@Ao, .(a @ b) = b @ a, be the u-linear automorphism. 
Car(A) is the fixed ring of A @ AD under r. Say Car(A) = End,(P), P E Prog(S). 
Then A @ Au z R OS End,(P) z End,(R as P) and if 01 = u @ 1 : R OS 
P - R OS P, z E A @ Au, then ~(z(x)) = ‘(X)(“(X)). 
Suppose we could choose A, P such that A g R OS P as left A modules. 
Identify A and R as P through this isomorphism. Then Au, the centralizer 
of A on R OS P, is A”, the centralizer of A on A. In other words, A has a 
o-linear anti-automorphism J such that, with this identification, setting 
~(a @ b)(x) = axJ(b) yields th e isomorphism A @ Au g End,(A) above. The 
map 01 = CJ @ 1 : A( =R OS P) - A obeys the relations C? = 1 and ol(axJ(b)) = 
bol(x) J(u). Arguing exactly as in Lemma 3.3, a(l) = w has the properties 
w](w) = J(w)w = 1 and w-law = J(J(u)). 
Thus in order to prove part (b) of Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show: 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose A E AZ(R) and Car(A) N 1. Then there is a B -A 
such that Car(B) s End,(P) and R as P s B as left B modules. 
Proof. We proceed very much as in Lemma 3.2. Let Car(A) = End,(P). 
We can assume A is a free R module by Theorem 3.6. Changing A to End,(Q), 
we can change P to P as Car(Q), an operation we will perform several times. 
Since A is free as an R module, A is isomorphic to Au as R modules. It follows 
that rank,(P) is a square. By 1.1(e), n2P = Q @Q for some integer n and 
Q E Prog(S). By 2.3(b) we can assume Cor(nR) e n2S. Thus changing A 
to End,(nR) @ A, we can assume P c Q OS Q. Theorem 1.1(a) implies that 
there is a Q’ such that Q’ as Q is free. By 2.3(c), we can choose Q’ so that 
Cor(R OS Q’) E Q’ OS Q’. Considering End,(R OS Q’) @ A, we have that P 
can be chosen to be free. Though A may no longer be free, as R modules, 
A is still isomorphic to Au. Since A @ A s A @ Au G End,(R OS P) s 
(R @A P) @ (R @ P)* s (R OS P) @ (R OS P), we have, as argued before, 
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n2R @ A g n2R OS P for some n. Use Theorem 2.3 to choose such an n also 
satisfying Cor(nR) z n2S and Cor(P OS nR) g n2P. Changing A to Enda( 
A, we have A g R OS P, Car(A) z P OS I’, and A is free, as R modules. 
Call P’ = R OS P. Since A @ Au g End,(P’), as A @ Au modules, A @ A0 gg 
P’ @ (P’)“, where A @ A0 acts on P’. Restricting the action to Au yields that 
Aa OR A0 z P’ @ P’* E P’ @ A” as A0 modules, where A0 acts on Au and P’. 
Let B = A0 @ End,(A). Then Car(B) E End,(P OS (P OS P)), and R OS 
(P OS (P OS P)) z (R OS P) @ (A @ Ao), where the Au of B acts on R OS P 
and End,(A) acts on the first A. But by the remark just above, this is isomorphic 
to Au @ A @ A”, that is, B. Thus B satisfies the conclusion of the lemma, 
implying that B0 N A does also. Q.E.D. 
If R is, in addition, a field, then A is a central simple R algebra. Thus, given 
Car,,,(A) g End,(P), R as P is a faithful A module of the same R dimension 
as A. Hence, A E R OS P as left A modules, implying that M,(A) has an 
involution of the second kind extending u. Using Albert [l, p. 1561 again, 
A has the required involution. We have given a new proof of the classical case 
for involutions of the second kind also. 
4. EXAMPLES 
In some special cases, we can say when an Azumaya algebra itself has an 
involution. As a first example, we note that if A E AZ(R) has rank 4 = 22 over R, 
then A @ A N 1. And in fact, such algebras always have an involution. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose A E AZ(R) and the rank of A is 4. Then A has an 
involution of the first kind. 
Proof. By [6, p. 1 lo], A has a reduced trace map tr: A -+ R. Define J(a) = 
tr(a)l - a. Choose S faithfully flat over A such that A OR S = M,(S). Then 
tr @ 1 : M2(S) + S is the reduced trace, tr, , on M2(S). If 
s t 
a= 
( 1 u v E J42(S), 
J @ l(a) = trs(a)l - a = (” : u s J .j - (S, zj = (_“a 7”). 
Thus J @ 1 is the symplectic involution of M,(S), implying that J is an involu- 
tion of the first kind. Q.E.D. 
As our second example, we examine when trivial Azumaya algebras, which 
always satisfy A @ A N 1 or Car(A) N 1, have an involution of either kind. 
So suppose R is a commutative ring, o an automorphism of R of order 2, P an R 
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progenerator, and I a rank one R projective module. A morphism e: P @ P -+ I 
is called a bilinear 1 form on P, a morphism e: P @ P0 -+ I is called a u bilinear I 
form on P. e(p @ q) is often written as e(p, 4) and in either case, e can be thought 
of as a map : P x P-I. Such a form induces a map e* : P+ Hom,(P, I) 
( : P - Homs(PO, I)) given by e*(p)(q) = e(p, a). If e* is an isomorphism, 
we say e is left nondegenerate. In a similar manner, we define e, by e,(p)(q) = 
e(q, p) and define right nondegeneracy. e is nondegenerate if it is both left and 
right nondegenerate. Our next result shows that the existence of involutions 
on End,(P) is equivalent to the existence of forms on P. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let P~prog(R) and A = End,(P). 
(a) A has an involution of the$rst kind if and only if there is a rank one R 
projective I, a nondegenerate bilinear I form e on P and a 6 E R such that a2 = 1 
and e(x, y) = 6e(y, x) for all x, t E P. 
(b) Let CJ be an automorphism of R of order 2. Then A has an involution 
of the second kind extending (J if and only if there is a rank one R projective I with 
a 0 linear automorphism of order 2 (also called u) a (T bilinear I form e on P and 
an element 6 E R such that a(+3 = 1 and a(e(x, y)) = Se(y, x). 
Proof. -4s a first step, we make the following observation about A” = A @ A0 
modules. This is a variant of some well known results (e.g. [4, p. 421). 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose Q is a left or right A” module, then Q = M 0 I where M 
is the R submodule of Q generated by all elements of the form (a @ 1 - 1 @ a)q 
(q(a @ 1 - 1 @ a)) for q E Q. If Q is R projective, rank,(A) rank,(l) = ranks(Q). 
Proof. There is a well-known split exact sequence of A” modules (e.g., 
[4, p. 401). 
where p(a @ b) = ab and & is the left ideal of Ae generated by all elements 
of the form a @ 1 - 1 @ a, a E A. Suppose Q is a right A” module. Tensoring 
by Q over Ae yields a split exact sequence of R modules, 
Of course, Q Bae A” g Q under the map q @ z + qz. Under this isomorphism, 
Q gac & is mapped onto M defined above. Thus Q = M @ I, where I z 
Q Bae A. But I OR A s Q aae (A OR A) s Q as R modules. Hence, if Q is 
R projective, rank,(l) rank,A = rankR(Q). 
We have proved the lemma for right A” modules. But AG has an involution 
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of the first kind, a @ b -+ b @ u, and so the lemma follows for left A” modules 
also. Q.E.D. 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 4.2, we will handle cases (a) and (b) 
simultaneously by letting u be an automorphism of R of order either one or two. 
The argument we are about to present is patterned after that of [5, p. 0.101. 
Suppose e is in I form on P.as in either (a) or (b) respectively. Let a E A. Then, 
for fixed y, e(a(x), y) is an element of Hom,(P, I) and so there is a unique 
y’ E P such that e(a(x), y) = e(x, y’). Define J(a) E A by J(a)(y) = y’. Straight- 
forward computations show that J is the required involution. 
Conversely, suppose A has an involution Jextending the automorphism (T on R 
(U of order 1 or 2). View J as an isomorphism: A0 g AC. Then 1 @ J : A @ Aor 
A@AUrEnd,(P@Po). P@P” b ecomes an A @ A0 module under the 
action a @ b . p @ 4 = u(p) @ J(b)(q). A ccording to Lemma 4.3, P @ Pa E 
&I @ I where I has rank one and M is the R submodule generated by (a @ 1 - 
1 @ J(U))(Y) for all r E P @ PO. Let e: P @ PU-+I be the projection on I. 
Since e(M) = 0, 
e(m, Y) = 4x, JW) and e(P @ Pm) = I. (1) 
We need to show that if o is of order two, I has the property required in (b). 
Recall that 7: P @ Pa--f P @ Pm given by T&J @ q) = q @p is a u linear 
automorphism and if a @ b E A @ A”, T(U @ b ‘p @q) = J(b) @ J(u) ~(p @ q). 
Thus T(M) = M and r induces a (T linear automorphism on I = P @ P-/M 
which we also call 0. 
We now show e* is an isomorphism. Let {pi , fi} be a finite dual basis for P. 
More explicitly, pi E P, fi E Hom(P, R) and for all x E P, x = cfi(x)pt . For the 
purposes of this argument, we adopt the convention that all summations are 
over the repeated indices in the summand. Suppose f~ Hom,(PO, R). We wish 
to find x E P such that e*(x) = f. Calling ai = f (pi) we observe that ui = 
f (p,) = f (x:fj(pi)pi) = C a(fj(pi)uj . Since e: P @ Pod I is surjective, the 
e(pj , plc), for all j and K, generate 1. Write a, = 1 rij,e(pj , pk). Then a, = 
c a(fi(Pm)h = c u(fi(Pd) rid’(Pj , Pd = c r&(Pj , fi(PdPd- Define %k E 
EnW’) by ci.k@) = fi@)Pk . Th en e&j , fdpdpd = e(Jh,dpi y pd. Thus 
setting x = C riikJ(~i,k)pj we have e(x, pm) = a, for all m, implying e*(x) = f. 
Having shown e* is surjective, it follows that e* is an isomorphism by considering 
ranks. Similarly, e, is an isomorphism and we have proved the nondegeneracy 
of e. 
Forp E P define B(p) by e(p, X) = u(e(x, B(p))) for all x E P. 0 E End,(P) = A. 
Now 4x, Y) = u(e(r, @4)) = 44J(~>(yh 4) = 4, eJ(fX~)h so e/(e) = 1 
and similarly, J(e)@ = 1. Furthermore, for a E A, e(u(x), y) = u(e(y, &z(x)) = 
+(J(Wy, 4) = 4eUW mh 4) = 4x, em) my) = 4WW JPW Y)= 
e(eaJ(e)x, y). We deduce that u = euj(0) for all u E A or 0 E R. Setting f3 = 6 
proves Theorem 4.2. 
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Our final example involves assuming that R, the base ring, is semilocal. 
We will use the fact, from [7], that if A, B are Azumaya over R, A N B and 
the rank of A equals the rank of B, then A g B. Or equivalantly, if A is 
Azumaya over a semilocal ring R, and P, Q are left A progenerators of equal R 
rank then Pr Q as A modules. Our next result strengthens Theorem 3.1 in 
this special case. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose R is a connected semilocal ring, and A is Azumaya 
over R. 
(4 ABA N 1 zf and only if A has an involution of the ftrst kind. 
(b) Suppose R/S is a Galois extension with Galois group (1, u}. Then 
Car(A) - 1 if and only if A has an involution of the second kind extending o. 
Proof. If A has an involution of the first kind (second kind extending u) 
then by Theorem 3.1, A @ A N 1 (Car(A) N 1). We must show the converses. 
In part (a), since A E A*, A has an antiautomorphism, J, of the first kind. 
By the argument of Lemma 3.3, there is a map CC A -+ A such that 
2 = 1, 4axJPN = W4 J(4 Ly(a + b) = a(a) + a(b). (2) 
Turning to part (b), one easily sees that S is connected semilocal also. Let 
Car(A) G End,(P). Since R is connected, ranksA = ranksAm. Then R OS P 
is an A module of R-rank equal to the R-rank of A, so R OS P g A as A 
modules. The argument preceeding Lemma 3.7 shows that there is an anti- 
automorphism, J, of A, extending u and an 0~: A -+ A satisfying (2). We observe: 
LEMMA 4.5. Let A be an Azumaya algebra over a ring R with J and a satis- 
fying (2). Then A has an involution agreeing with J on R zf a Jixes a unit of A. 
Proof. If u = a(u) then a(u) = a(u . 1) = w J(u), so u J(u-I) = w, implying 
that J’(a) = uJ(a)u-l is an involution. Q.E.D. 
It is well known (e.g., [l, p. 1611 or [8]) that Theorem 4.4 holds in case R is a 
field. A proof was, in fact, sketched in Section 3. Let iVl be the Jacobson radical 
of R. On A = A/MA, ol and J induce maps & and J satisfying (2). Every 
preimage of a unit of A is a unit of A. Thus we can change J by conjugation 
with a unit, u, to make J any desired antiautomorphism of 2 of the same kind. 
In fact, if J’ is defined by J’(a) = u J(a)u-l, we can find a corresponding 01’ so 
that J’, ti’ satisfy (2). Specifically, if L is the inverse map to J, we can set a’(a) = 
L(u) a(a)&. Since R is connected, A has constant rank n. If n is odd, and J is 
of the first kind, then A is a matrix algebra, which has the transpose involution. 
We therefore assume J is of the second kind or n is even. 
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It suffices to find an element u of A such that 01(c) + u is a unit, for if u is a 
preimage of ii, u + a(~) will be an 01 fixed unit of A. Since A is a direct sum of 
simple algebras, it suffices to prove: 
LEMMA 4.6. Let 2 be a jinite dimensional central simple algebra over a field F 
with an involution. Assume further that the involution is of the second kind or A is 
even dimensional over F. Then for some antiautomorphism J of the same kind and 
any associated 01, there is an a E A- such that a + a(a) is a unit. 
Proof. If 2 has an involution of the second kind, let J be that involution. 
Then w = or(l) is central. If w # -1, a = 1 will do. If w = -1 then a(a) = 
w J(a) = -J(a). Since J is of order 2 on F, there is a f E F such that f- J( f ) # 0. 
So assume 2 is even dimensional with an involution of the first kind. If 2 is 
nontrivial, A g M,(F) OF D where D is a nontrivial division algebra. Let J be 
an involution on M,(F) and not an involution on D. Then w = or(l) E D is 
not central, so again a = 1 will do. Finally, if 2 z M,,(F) z M,(F) @ M,(F), 
let J be the symplectic involution on M,(F) and any involution on IM,(F). 
Again, w = U( 1) is central so, since wa = 1, w = &l. If w # -1, a = 1 ‘will 
do. If not, let 
so 
a + a(a) = a - J(a) = (i i) 0 1 + (i “1) 0 1 = (A 21) @ 1~ 
a unit. Q.E.D. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
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